Gaming Technology Group introduces their new UltraLinx System at G2E 2016, an affordable full-floor
systems solution for small to mid-sized gaming operators!
Las Vegas, NV – Gaming Technology Group today announced that its new UltraLinx System, an
AFFORDABLE full-floor slot and loyalty systems solution for small to mid-sized gaming operators, will be
introduced at G2E!
UltraLinx (http://www.gamingtechnologygroup.com/ultralinx) offers the best features of the larger
gaming systems, but in a smaller more affordable package. It will be on display from September 27 –
September 29 at G2E Booth #2236 in the Sands Expo in Las Vegas.
Pricing and Profitability
“Smaller gaming operators have experienced a void in robust system offerings at an affordable price.
We’ve responded by introducing UltraLinx, which redefines today’s market in systems offerings,” said
Jon Whipple, Chief Executive Officer. “UltraLinx raises the bar for smaller systems. It delivers much of
the same functionality normally found in bigger systems, but at an affordable price point for smaller
casinos.”
Performance
“Whether it’s Slot Accounting, Reporting, Ticketing or Player Loyalty, consumers want full functionality
without increased operating costs. UltraLinx provides this, as well as Promotional Couponing,
Interactive Displays, and Remote Access,” said John Chamberlain, Vice President of Development. “This
finally brings smaller operators to the next level by allowing them to compete more effectively and
increase their ROI.”
About Gaming Technology Group
GTG is an affordable slot, cash management and player loyalty systems supplier for small to mid-sized
gaming operators. Formed in May, 2010 as a spin off from its predecessor Western Money Systems,
GTG has become an industry leader in gaming systems for smaller gaming operations. With its flagship
GameLinx and PlayerLinx systems, GTG currently has installations in nearly 200 gaming locations within
Nevada.
GTG is headquartered in Las Vegas, NV.
For more information see www.gamingtechnologygroup.com
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